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U.S. Opportunities Strategy

Market Overview

While investor confidence has been shaken, not all the news

U.S. equities, as represented by the S&P 500 Index, declined

was negative. For example, retail sales in the U.S. climbed for

6.44% during the third quarter. However, growth stocks

two straight months, low energy prices gave a boost to the

continue to outperform value year to date, as higher growth

consumer and labor market progress was evident. Overall,

companies have been more desirable than value companies,

there were positive counterforces to the headwinds equities

which are more closely linked to commodities and cyclical

encountered in the quarter, including low inflation, resilient

areas of the market. Larger cap companies, with stronger

consumer activity and the prospect for lower rates longer term.

fundamentals and more resilient balance sheets, held up better

Within the S&P 500 Index, utilities (+5.21%), consumer staples

than their small and mid cap counterparts.

(-0.51%) and consumer discretionary (-2.68%) held up the best,
while energy (-17.54%), materials (-17.21%) and health care

While equities rose early in the quarter, the market quickly fell

(-10.62%) underperformed by the greatest amount. Energy

subject to much consternation. Several factors contributed to

suffered a difficult quarter as China’s prospects and global

the anxiety, as stocks stumbled following a rout in Chinese

growth came into question.

equities and plunging commodity prices. August experienced
the deepest one-month decline since September 2011, as

The U.S. Convertible market declined 7.14% third quarter as

ongoing concerns about China’s weakening economy and its

represented by the BofA Merrill Lynch All U.S. Convertibles

decision to devalue the yuan a modest 2% ripped through

Index. Convertible lagged behind the S&P 500 (down 6.44%)

global markets. The quarter ended on a pessimistic note, as

but held up well relative to the performance of the convertible

Federal Reserve policy uncertainty and reduced corporate

index’s underlying stocks, which declined 13.53%. The

earnings projections weighed on nearly all asset classes.

underlying stocks of convertibles performed more similarly
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Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
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All portfolio positioning and sector information is for a representative portfolio. Please see page four for additional information.
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FIGURE 2. REPRESENTATIVE PORTFOLIO PERFORMANCE VERSUS S&P 500 INDEX

Performance Review
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in health care equipment and pharmaceuticals. We invest in
innovative and competitive health care companies, particularly

Attribution based on gross of fee performance with dividends reinvested. Performance attribution excludes any government/sovereign bonds or options on broad market indexes the portfolio may hold.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
Source: Calamos Advisors LLC
Data as of 9/30/15.

within the biotechnology, pharmaceuticals, health care
technology, equipment and services industries. Many companies
in this sector offer a desirable combination of growth catalysts,

to the Russell 2500 Growth Index (down 11.05%), which

quality characteristics and strong fundamentals.

represents the performance of small to mid cap growth equities.
While the convertible market’s underlying equities have had a
historically high correlation to the broader equity market, the
more recent composition of the convertible market has included
a large amount of mid cap issuers ($1–$12 billion market cap).

Our selection in financials hindered, particularly holdings in
diversified banks and multi-line insurance. We hold a positive
long-term outlook for the financials sector. Improving consumer
balance sheets, a growing housing market and improving
corporate fundamentals support our long-term view. We have

All economic sectors within the convertible market, with the
exception of consumer staples (+0.29%), posted negative returns
in the third quarter. Convertibles within the energy (-22.31%)
and materials (-10.78%) sectors struggled the most, while
holdings in utilities (-0.86%) joined consumer staples in holding
up best relative to the convertible index return. Speculative

been cautious, yet opportunistic in our selection of names on
account of the prolonged period of low interest rates, which
may hold back some names within the sector. Our holdings
are diversified across a range of industries, including diversified
banks, asset management and custody banks, and life and
health insurance.

grade convertibles (-6.93%) underperformed investment grade
issues (-4.74%) as convertible returns were also hampered by
widened credit spreads. As would be expected given the equity
market decline, convertibles displaying the most equity sensitivity
(-9.35%) lagged behind those with more balanced (-6.96%) and
credit sensitive (-5.88%) attributes.

2

An underweight to and selection in utilities, notably multiutilities and electric utilities, also held back performance. The
portfolio’s weighting to utilities remains low as a consequence
of the lower growth opportunity set and the sector’s highly
regulated environment. However, the portfolio is invested in a

All portfolio positioning and sector information is for a representative portfolio. Please see page four for additional information.
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FIGURE 3. SECTOR ALLOCATIONS VERSUS S&P 500 INDEX
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This strategy is actively managed. Holdings, weightings and allocations are subject to change daily. Sector weightings exclude cash or cash equivalents, any government/sovereign bonds or broad
based index hedging securities/options the portfolio may hold.

number of securities that are well positioned and growing faster

holdings were added on the basis of improving fundamentals

than their peers.

and growth prospects as well as security-specific factors. We
slightly reduced the portfolio’s allocation to health care and

Positioning and Portfolio Changes
We favor opportunities within the technology, health care,
consumer discretionary and financials sectors. We expect that
our holdings can benefit from secular themes such as mobility
and innovation, open access to information and entertainment,

information technology, though we continue to hold a positive
view of both these sectors. We sold or reduced the securities
of companies struggling with decreased earnings, deteriorating
fundamentals, declining growth catalysts or other companyspecific detriments.

productivity enhancements and global infrastructure demand.
We are mindful of valuations and have looked to reduce risk

Outlook

in higher valued names in light of the more volatile market

Coming out of this very difficult quarter, the question we

ahead of us. In addition to seeking out reasonable valuations,

must collectively address is whether we have encountered a

we are favoring companies with higher-quality attributes and

correction. We believe the U.S. stock market is likely in a reset

the ability to grow earnings even in a slow-growth economic

period as investors contemplate the prospects of slowing global

environment. We see opportunities among companies tied to

economic growth, potential tightening by the Federal Reserve

the U.S. consumer, social media and Internet security, but are

and persistent U.S. dollar strength. While recent job growth

wary of companies that are dependent on commodity prices and

data has fallen short of expectations, our view is that the U.S.

emerging market demand.

can continue on its slow growth course through 2015. Although
corporate earnings estimates have come down and commodity

While we have been active in many sectors, the absolute and

overcapacity will create pockets of weakness, other favorable

relative allocation shifts in the portfolio have been modest.

factors should result in moderate growth. Most notably, positive

Among selected changes in the quarter, we added slightly to the

job growth over the longer term, low interest rates, and low

portfolio’s weight in the consumer discretionary sector. Select

energy prices are contributing to strong U.S. consumer activity.
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We expect elevated volatility to persist over the next several

slow and shallow. That should ultimately prove beneficial, so

quarters, due to both well-entrenched concerns as well as

long as the economy continues to improve. Given this economic

growing uncertainty regarding fiscal policy and the 2016

environment and the market’s risk-on, risk-off dynamic, our

election. While markets have been unnerved by the Fed’s recent

overall stance reflects not only caution but also consistency in

comments and a policy misstep cannot be ruled out, we do

investment philosophy and process. Market turbulence can be

not believe a move to tighten monetary policy will upend the

unsettling, but we expect volatility to provide opportunities. We

economy or the markets over the longer term. Regardless of

will maintain our long-term course, managing known risks and

the timing of the first Fed rate increase, we expect the path

preparing for those that might be on the horizon.

to a more normalized yield curve and rate environment will be

Past performance does not guarantee or indicate future results. Current performance may be lower or higher than the
performance quoted. Portfolios are managed according to their respective strategies which may differ significantly
in terms of security holdings, industry weightings, and asset allocation from those of the benchmark(s). Portfolio
performance, characteristics and volatility may differ from the benchmark(s) shown.
For Institutional Use Only
The information portrayed is for the Calamos U.S. Opportunities Composite. Representative holdings and portfolio
characteristics are specific only to the portfolio shown at that point in time. Other portfolios will vary in composition,
characteristics, and will experienced different investment results. The representative portfolio shown has been selected by the
advisor based on account characteristics that the advisor feels accurately represents the investment strategy as a whole.
The opinions referenced are as of the date of publication and are subject to change due to changes in the market or economic
conditions and may not necessarily come to pass. Information contained herein is for informational purposes only and should not
be considered investment advice.
The information provided in this report should not be considered a recommendation to purchase or sell any industry, sector or
particular security. There is no assurance that any industry, sector or security discussed herein will remain in a client’s account at
the time of reading this report or that industry, sectors or securities sold have not been repurchased. The industries, sectors, or
securities discussed herein do not represent a client’s entire account and in the aggregate may represent only a small percentage
of an account’s holdings.
It should not be assumed that any of the securities transactions or holdings discussed were or will prove to be profitable, or that
the investment recommendations or decisions we make in the future will be profitable or will equal the investment performance
of the securities discussed herein.
Performance returns presented reflect, unless otherwise noted the Calamos U.S. Opportunities Composite which is an actively
managed composite investing in equity, convertible and high yield securities seeking long term total return through growth
and current income. All returns are net of commission and other similar fees charged on securities transactions and include
reinvestment of net realized gains and interest.
The BofA Merrill Lynch All U.S. Convertibles Index (VXA0) measures the return of all U.S. convertibles.
The S&P 500 Index is a market-value weighted index and is widely regarded as the standard for measuring U.S. stock-market
performance. The Russell 3000 Growth Index measures the performance of those Russell 3000 Index companies with higher
price-to-book ratios and higher forecasted growth values. The stocks in this index are also members of either the Russell 1000
Growth or the Russell 2000 Growth indexes. Unmanaged index returns assume reinvestment of any and all distributions and do
not reflect any fees, expenses or sales charges. Investors cannot invest directly in an index.

Fees include the investment advisory fee charged by
Calamos Advisors LLC. Returns greater than 12 months are
annualized. All returns are net of commission and other
similar fees charged on securities transactions and include
reinvestment of net realized gains and interest. Chart Data
Sources: Calamos Advisors LLC.
Average annual total return measures net investment income
and capital gain or loss from portfolio investments as an
annualized average assuming reinvestment of dividends and
capital gains distributions.
Calamos Advisors LLC is a federally registered investment
advisor. Form ADV Part 2A which provides background
information about the firm and its business practices, is
available upon written request to:
Calamos Advisors LLC
2020 Calamos Court
Naperville, IL 60563-2787
Attn: Compliance Officer
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